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About This Game

Forget what you have learnt in school. Milk does not come from boxes! And now you have the chance to participate on this
ancient farm process (at least virtually).
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Title: Cow Milking Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
IMGNATION Studios
Publisher:
IMGNATION Studios
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RA

English
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Fun for kids.. It's a fun!1!. It's a fun!1!. Fun for kids.
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Ghost Files: The Face of Guilt Golden Treasure: The Great Green Aura of Worlds Update set 0.77.x: Character skins system,
new music and more.. Update 0.66.4.5 : Equipped items are drawn on all humanoid characters!!!. Update set 0.75.x: Character
backgrounds, polish & more. : With this new system comes 9 different player trait/passive ability sets which allow for further
customization of play-style. These range from increased defence to gaining double jump & infinite wall vault. Beware that the
perks they offer are not without trade-offs. One of our favorite is bloodthirsty which will gradually drain your health but allow
you to heal from injured enemies (with a number of other augments to your damage).. Merry Christmas/Happy 2019! Here's
some s! : Update 0.73.5 introduces Achievements, new abilities & more!. Review Highlight: Gameranx : Just wanted to give a
quick shout out to Katrina Filippidis and the rest of the team at Gameranx for an awesome article: "Permadeath, clandestine
enemies, and randomised stages make Aura of Worlds a fast-paced blast.". Patch 0.64.3 : Support for much higher window
resolutions Better controller/mouse rebinding support (the game also remembers your configuration on exit) Numerous balance
changes including nerfing multi-jump. Debug window is hidden by default (with an option to turn it back on). Mini map
automatically closes when expanded for too long.. Update 0.71.x : New Abilities:
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